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In a totally real number field, every totally positive integral number is a finite 
sum of (additively) indecomposable totally positive integral numbers, and up to 
multiplication by totally positive units, there exist only finitely many indecom- 
posables. In the paper it is shown that in quadratic fields all these numbers can be 
listed in a very efficient way by using the socalled intermediate convergents of a 
certain quadratic irrationality. The method can be viewed as a simple extension of 
the standard method of calculating the fundamental unit by using continued 
fractions. As an application it is shown that for instance in Zlfil a number is 
decomposable if its norm is >d. It is remarkable that this bound does not depend 
on the size of the fundamental unit. 
Let R be an order in a totally real number field K and let R+ denote the 
set of totally positive elements in R. An element y E R+ is defined to be 
indecomposable, if there are no y, , y, E R + with y = y, + y, . Since for any 
y E R + the [K : Q]th root of the norm N,,o( y) = N(y) is always a lower 
bound for the trace S,:,(y) = S(y), divided by n = [K : Q], it follows that 
1 E R+ is always indecomposable: If 1 =y, +y, with y,,y, E R+, then 1 < 
W(YJY” < W,)ln < 1, a contradiction. Moreover, S(y) E N for y E R + 
implies easily that any y E R + can be decomposed into a finite sum of 
indecomposables. And for any indecomposable y E R + and any unit E E R 
the elements c2”y E R ’ are also indecomposable, thus we definitely have 
infinitely many indecomposable elements in R, except in case R = H. But 
using the Dirichlet Unit Theorem and some standard arguments it is also 
easy to see that there exists some constant c = c, such that any y E R+ with 
N(y) > cR is decomposable, since by multiplication with the square of an 
appropriately chosen unit E, whose existence is guaranteed by the Dirichlet 
Unit Theorem, the element s2y is larger than 1 for any ordering of K and 
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thus a$ = (s*y - 1) + 1 is a decomposition of s*y in R +, y = 
(y-E-2) +&-* a decomposition of y itself. Of course, this constant cR 
seems to depend on the units in R or-at least-on its regulator. 
Thus, it seemed to us surprising and worthwhile to be noted that in case 
[K : Q] = n = 2, R = Z [ \/;5] or R = Z [ (@ t 1)/2],’ an explicit description 
of the indecomposables in R + which can be derived from the expression of 
J;s or tJ;i- 1)/L respectively, as a continued fraction, gives an upper 
bound for the norms of the indecomposables only in terms of d: more 
precisely one has N(y) < d for any indecomposable y E Z [ \/;5] + and N(y) < 
(d - 1)/4 for any indecomposable y E Z[(& t 1)/2]+. Moreover, whenever 
R contains a unit E > 1 with N(E) = -1, these upper bounds are optimal 
sincey=s@ory=s(&- 1)/2 can be shown to be indecomposable. 
So it seems to be an interesting question whether or not in general cR can 
be chosen to depend linearly on the discriminant dR of R, only, e.g., cR = 
[d,/4] or c, = [d,/2n] or c, = [d,/n*]? 
In the first section of this note we discuss some notations and formalisms 
concerning continued fractions. In the second section we study indecom- 
posables in angular regions of two-dimensional lattices. In principle, they can 
be listed explicitly in terms of the continued fraction expressing l/tan cp, if v, 
is the angle defining the region. The results here are related to some results 
stated by Klein concerning the geometric interpretation of continued 
fractions (cf. [ 1; 2, pp. 287-2891). 
In the third section we apply these results to compute the indecomposables 
in R’ and their norms and in the fourth section we give a finite list of 
indecomposables in R ’ modulo multiplication by square powers of some 
given unit E in R +. 
The basic reference concerning continued fractions is, of course, the 
standard work of Oskar Perron [3] which we came to admire more each day 
we worked on this note. 
1. NOTATIONS AND FORMULAS CONCERNING THE CONTINUED 
FRACTIONS OF QUADRATIC IRRATIONALS 
For a continued fraction [a,, a , ,..., aj ,... ] let us define inductively 
GJ = a,, m(a,> = 1, I(~,,a,)=u,u,+ 1, ~@o,~,)=~,, 
qql, a 19”‘> uj) = Ujz(uO,***, uj- 1) t l(UO,***, Uj-,), (1.1) 
m(a,, a, ,***, uj) = Ujm(UO,..-, Uj- 1) + f?Z(Uo,a**, Uj-2)~ 
’ In this case d E l(4) is always presupposed. 
641/14/3-2 
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so that 
(1.2) 
Now let d E N be a positive, non-square integer and r = (4 +p)/q be an 
arbitrary element in Q(4)\@ p, q E Q. For any such < define ci = 
(\/ss +pj)/q, (j = 0, 1, 2 ,...) inductively by 
Thus we have with bj = [lj] the equation 
fi+Pj+I = q.i 
qj+ 1 fi+Pj-bjqj 
qj( Pj - bj Sj - Jd) \/;i+bjqj-Pj 
(Pj - bjqj>’ - d = (d- (Pi - bjqj)‘)lq,j 
(1.4) 
i.e., 
Pi+1 = bjqj -Pjl qj+ 1 = (d-P;+ ,)/Sj* (1.5) 
On the other hand we have with lj = l(b, ,..., b,), mj = m(b, ,..., b,j): 
r, = [b,, b,,..., bj, rj+,] = ‘-I ’ “‘j” 
mj-I+ mjt j+,  ’ 
(1.6) 
which remains true even for j = -1 and j = 0, if we put (as usual) lP2 = 0, 
m -2 = 1, IL, = 1, rn-, = 0. Let N: Q(4) -+ Q, S: Q!( 4) -+ Q denote the 
norm and the trace, respectively, and <’ the conjugate of < E Q( Jq with 
respect to Q. 
We claim 
LEMMA 1. For all j > 0 one has 
N(lj-, -mj-,<)=(--l)j~ (1.7) 
and 
s((ljpl - mj_, (‘)(lj- mjt)) = (I)‘*’ (1.8) 
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Proof. Let us start with (1.7), which we prove by induction. From (1.6) 
we get 
liymj~=- r,+, J I I(f,- -mj-l<) (1.9) 
and from (1.4) and (1.5) we get 
Sjtl -- 
q,i ’ 
which together with the trivial case j = 0 proves (1.7). 
Now we get 
S((Zj_l -  mj- 1 t'>Cij - mjtl) 
= -N(jj - rnj() S((,!+,) = -(-l)j+’ F* 
.I t 1 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
Continuing with our notation, we have furthermore 
LEMMA 2. (a) If qo,po E L and d-pt(q,), then qj,p,iE Z and 
d =pj(qj) for allj = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
(b) Ifq0>Oandp~<d,thenqj>Oandp~<dforallj=0,1,2 ,.... 
(cl If qo,po E z> 90 = O(2) and d -pi(2q,), then qj- O(2) and 
d =pj(2qj) for all j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
ProoJ All three statements follow by induction from (1.5’). 
(a) Ifpj, qj E Z and d =pf(qj), then pjt 1 =bjqj-pjEZ anddEpj= 
P;+ 1 (Sj)* Thus qj t 1 = (d-P;+ I)/qj E L and d -Pj+ I(qj+ 1). 
(b) If qj > 0 and pi’ < d, then 
“TliiFT’ 
rjt, = ti+Pj+l = fl+b.iqj-Pj 
qjtl qjtl 
together with bj= [(Jdi+pj)/qj] > 0, and thus @+pjpi+ = &+ bjqj-Pj= 
(@-pj) + bjqj > 0 implies qj+ r 
fi+Pj--bjqj= @-Pj+l, 
> 0, whereas bj < (4 + pj)/qj implies 0 < 
and thus-together with 4 +pjt , > 0-: 
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(c) According to (a), the assumptions imply qj,pj E Z for all 
j = 0, 1, 2 )... . If qj = O(2) and d zpj(2qj), then qjqj+i = d -p,‘+, = 
d - (bjqj -pj)’ = (d -pj’) + 2qjbjpj - bjqf E O(2qj) and thus qj+ i E O(2) as 
well as 2qj+ i 1 qjqj+ 1 = d -p,‘+ 1, i.e., d Epj+ ,(2qj+ 1). 
Finally, we have 
Remark. If r= fi= (fi+ 0)/l or if d = l(4) and r = (\l;i- 1)/2, pO 
and q,, satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2(a,b) or 2(b,c), respectively. 
Moreover, it is well known (and can be easily deduced from Lemma 2) that 
the sequence b,, b, ,..., bj,... becomes periodic; more precisely (cf. Perron, 
§22, Satz 5, p. 8I), there exists some s with bj = bjiS for all j > 1. This in 
turn implies <i = &+ I = [b,, bz,..., b,] and thus 
i.e., 
1 1 
co - ito1 = -g = r,+l= r, - [<,I, (1.12) 
\l;Etp,-q,b,= fitp, -q,bs 
40 4s ’ 
in particular q. = qS. Using Lemma 1, (1.7) this implies that I,-, - in-, < 
has norm (- 1)” = f 1, and so it is a unit. Vice versa, it is well known and 
can be easily deduced from Perron that any unit E = 1 - rn< E R = Z [c] with 
I, m E N is of this form for some s. This important fact will be used later on. 
2. INDECOMPOSABLE ELEMENTS IN ANGULAR REGIONS 
IN Two DIMENSIONAL LATTICES 
For any a, p E R + define the “angular regions” 
E,={(u,u)EL2/u~0,U~aU,U#0) (2.1) 
and 
F a,B = {(IL, u) E if2 124 > (xv, 24 > -pu, I.4 # 0). (2.2) 
Our first observation is 
LEMMA 3. If (u, v) E E, is indecomposable in the additive semigroup 
E,, then it remains indecomposable in Fa,B. 
Proof. Assume (u, v) = (u,, vi) + (u,, v2) with (u,, vI), (uz, u2) E F,,,. 
W.l.0.g. we may assume v, < 0, since y , , vz > 0 would imply the decom- 
posability of (u, v) in E,. Thus, u, > 0, v = ur + u2 < ur and u - 1 = u, + 
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(u, - 1) > U, > au, > a(v, + v,) = au, and so (u, v) = (1,O) t (U - 1, v) is a 
decomposition in E,, again a contradiction. 
Next we define for any t E R the symbol 
(t) = Min{n E Z 1 n > t). (2.3) 
Obviously 
-(t) = Max(n E Z ] n < -t) = [-t] 
and 
For any a E IR, define v E IN to be a-decomposable if there exist u, , v2 E N 
with v = v, + v2, (au) = (av,) + (au*). Otherwise, we define v to be a- 
indecomposable. 
Our first basic result is 
THEOREM 1. Assume a E IR + and write a = [a,, a,,...] as a continued 
fraction such that in the case a E Q the finite number s t 1 of elements in 
a = [a,, a, ,..., a,] is even.’ 
Assume u, v E IN. Then the following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) (u, v) E E, is indecomposable in E,. 
(ii) v is a-indecomposable and u = (au). 
(iii) g.c.d.(u, u) = 1 an d / u v is an upper intermediate convergent of a, 
i.e., 
$ = [U,, U, ,..., Uj, i], u = /(a, ,..., uj, i), V = m(u,,..., Uj, i) 
with j = 0, 2, 4 ,...; i = 1, 2 ,..., uj+ 1. 
Remark. The numbers u/v = [a, ,..., uj, i], j = 0, 1,2 ,..., i = l,..., uj+ ,, are 
called the intermediate convergents (of a). By upper intermediate convergent 
we mean that u/v > a, which is equivalent to j = 0, 2,4,... . The intermediate 
convergents comprise the ordinary (principal) convergents [a,,..., uj] as well 
as what Perron calls the “Nebenntiherungsbriiche” in § 16. 
Proof: (i) * (ii): Let (u, v) E E, be indecomposable in E,. Since 
(LOlEE,, this implies (u - 1, v) &E, and thus u - 1 < au <u, i.e., 
(au) = U. If v was a-decomposable into, say, v, + v2, then (u, v) = 
* Because of [q,, a ,,..., (~$1 = [aO, a, ,..., a,-l,l], if a,>l, and [a,,~ ,,..., a,-,,~,]= 
lama 1 Y.., a,-, + 11, if a, = 1, this is always possible. 
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((av>3 u) = ((au,>, 0,) + ((ah>+ L'?) would be a decomposition of (u, tl) in 
E,; so u is a-indecomposable. 
(ii) 3 (i): Assume (u, u) = (u, 3 v,) + (uz, VJ with (u,- v,)* 
(uz, v2> E E, , i.e., u, , v,>Oandu,>av,,u,>av,.Thisimpliesu=(a~)= 
U, + us > (au,) + (au]) > (au) and thus U, = (ac,), uz = (at’,), (av) = 
(au,) + (anz). But u is assumed to be a-indecomposable. So either v, = 0 or 
v2 = 0 and then also U, = (an,) = 0 or u2 = (au?) = 0, respectively. Thus, 
(u, v) cannot be decomposed in E, . 
(ii) 3 (iii): According to Perron, 5 16, u/v with g.c.d.(u, v) = 1 is an 
upper intermediate convergent of a exactly if u/v > a and if u/v > u,/v, > a 
implies v, > v or v, = v, U, = u. So assume (av)/v > u,/v, > a and z,l, < 1:. If 
ui = n, then (au) > u, > au > (an) - 1 implies u, = (au). Otherwise 21, < 
v =: v, + v2 and u, < (v/v,) u1 < (av) =: U, + uz with v2, u, > 0 and a < 
u,/v, < (av)/v = (u, + uJ/(u, + v?) implies (u, + uJ/(v, + u2) < uz/vz. So 
we get U, > (aoi), u, > (avz). (au) = u, + u2 > (au,) + (au*) > (au), which 
implies (an) = (au,) + (av,), i.e., the a-decomposability of u. 
(iii) 3 (ii): Let u/v > b a e an upper intermediate convergent of a with 
g.c.d.(u, v) = 1. Perron’s characterization of upper intermediate convergents 
shows that u = (an). If v were a-decomposable into, say, u = v, + v?, let 
u, t u2 := (av,) t (avz). W.l.0.g. assume u,/v, > uz/v?, so u,/v, > 
(4 + U*)/(~, f 4) = u/v > %I4 z a. Since v? < I), this contradicts the fact 
that u/v is an upper intermediate convergent. 
COROLLARY. (i) For a E R the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) a is irrational. 
(2) There are injkitely many a-indecomposable v E N 
(3) E, contains infinitely many indecomposable elements. 
(ii) For a = [a,,..., a,]=l/mEQ (/,m)= 1 and s= l(2) there are 
precisely a, t a3 t . . . t a, a-indecomposable elements in N, the largest one 
being m. 
(iii) The distances between any two consecutive a-indecomposable 
elements are non-decreasing; more precisely, if v, v’, v” are three consecutive 
numbers in the list of a-indecomposable elements, then either 
v’-v=u”-v’ 
or v’ = m(aO,..., aj, aj+l ) for some j= O(2) (with j + 3 <s, if a = 
[a O ,..., a,] E CR, s = l(2)) and 
v’ - v = m(a,,..., aj), 
0’1 - 2)’ = m(a,,..., aj+ ,) aj+z t m(a,,..., ai) > 2(V’ - v). 
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Proof: (i) and (ii) are obvious. TO prove (iii), let O’ = m(u,,..., oj, i) = 
m(G),..., Uj- 1) + im(u, ,..., u,) for some j E O(2) and i E { l,..., uj+ i}. Then we 
have u = m(a,, ,..., aim,) + (i- 1) m(uO ,..., aj) (even in case i= l!) and 
either-in case i < ui+ ,- 
u” = m(q),..., uj, i + 1) = m(U,,..., Uj-1) + (i t 1) ~(UOY..T Ui) 
and thus 
U” - u’ = u’ - u = m(u,,..., Uj) 
or-in case i= ~2,+~--- 
UN=m(u~~~~~~uj~uj+*~~j+~~ l)=m(U,,...,Uj,Uj+l,aj+z + 1) 
= C”j+* •I- ‘> m(“13T***7 Uj+ 1) + m(U,,..*, Uj) 
= (“j+* + 1) U’ + (U’ - U) 
and thus 
Y" - ” = uj+~m(U~9***~ Uj+ 1) t m(U,,***, Uj) > 2m(U,,*.*, U,j) = 2(U’ - U). 
3. INDECOMPOSABLE TOTALLY POSITIVE NUMBERS 
IN REAL QUADRATIC ORDERS AND THEIR NORMS 
Let R be an order in a real quadratic number field K. It is well known that 
there exists a non-square positive integer dE N such that K = a[@] and 
either R = E [\/;rl or R = Z [ (a + 1)/21. In the latter case one necessarily 
has d z l(4). 
We put 6 = @ in the first and 6 = (\/;i + 1)/2 in the second case. With 
y’=u-bJ;S d enoting the conjugate of y = u + b 4 (a, b E Q) for any 
yEK we put 
if S=fi 
=fi-‘+1 fit 1 
(3.1) 
2 
if 6= 
2 . 
The set R + of totally positive elements in R can then be described as 
R + = {u + US E R 1 (u, v) E E2, u > 41, u > -us’ = c!$, u # O}. (3.2) 
Since y = u + US E R + is indecomposable in R + if and only if y’ is indecom- 
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posable, we may assume furthermore y > y’, i.e., v > 0 and restrict our 
attention to 
D={y=u+vdER+ ly>y’} 
=(y=u+v&R~(u,v)EZ2,v>0,u#0,u>~v}. 
(3.3) 
According to Lemma 3, Section 2, y E D is indecomposable in D z E, if and 
only if y is indecomposable in R + % Ft,, . 
From Theorem 1, Section 2, we get immediately 
THEOREM 2. An element y E R i is indecomposable in R + if and only if 
y=u+vSory=u+v~ with either u = 1, v = 0 or u = ({v) and v E N is 
<-indecomposable. 
If 4 = [b,, b,, b,,...] is the expression of l as a continued&action, then the 
indecomposables y in R ’ are of the form y= 1 or y= l(b,,..., bj, i) + 
m(b,,..., bj, i)S or y = l(b, ,..., bj, i) + m(b,, ,..., bj, i) 6’ with j = O(2), i = 
1, 2 ,..., bj+l. 
As a consequence we deduce 
THEOREM 3. If y = u + v6 E R + is totally positive and its norm N(y) = 
u* + uvS(G) + v*N(6) is larger than 
-N(6) = d if s=J;i 
d-l &+I =- 
4 
if 6= 
2 ’ 
then y is decomposable in R +, i.e., there exist y, , y, E R + with y =y, + y,. 
Proof: Since N(y) = N(y’) we may assume w.1.o.g. that y > y’, i.e., 
that v > 0 and u > v{. Let r= [b,, b,,...] be the expression of < as a 
continued fraction. If y is not decomposable, then it must be of the 
form y = l(b, ,..., bj, i) + m(b, ,..., bj, i)S = (l(b, ,..., bj- ,) + m(bO ,..., bj- ,)a) + 
i(l(b o,..., b,) + m(b,,..., , b )6) for some j E O(2) and some i = 1,2 ,..., aj+ 1. 
According to Lemma 1, this implies (with l(b,,..., b,J = l,, 
No,..., b,J = m,J: 
N(y)=N((lj~,+mj~~6)+i(l~+mjS))=N((lj~,+mj~,6’)+i(lj+mj~‘)) 
= N((lj- 1 - mj- I<) + i(lj - mjr)) 
= N(lj-, -mjWlc) + iS((l,-, -mj-lr’)(lj-mjr)) + i*N(lj- mjr) 
= %l 2P,tii i2 Sj+l 
40 40 40 
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with qj, Pj+ 19 qj+ 1 as in Section 1. Since 
Max qj+2Pj+*i-qj+,i2 iEIR =qjqj+*+P.i+l- d 
I 40 I 1 qoqj+ 1 404j-t 1 
we get N(y) < [d/(qoqj+l)]. By Lemma 2, this implies N(y) < d in case 
8=fiandN(y)<[d/4]=(d-1)/4incase6=(\/;5+1)/2,d-1(4). 
Remark. In the next section, these upper bounds are shown to be optimal 
in case R contains a unit E with N(E) = -1. H. Brunotte has remarked that 
they are in general not optimal in case all units have norm +l. It follows 
immediately from the introduction that a E R + is decomposable if N(a) > E 
where E > 1 is any unit of positive norm. One can easily write down a series 
of rings R = Z [a] with (fundamental) unit E > 1 such that e/d tends to 
zero. So in this case the optimal bound even has a smaller order of 
magnitude than the bound in Theorem 3. Take d = I2 - 1, E = I+ @, I = 
2, 3 ) 4,. . . . 
4. INDECOMPOSABLE TOTALLY POSITIVE NUMBERS IN REAL 
QUADRATIC ORDERS MODULO SQUARES OF UNITS 
Let R = Z[S] and l= -6’ = [b,, b,,...] be as above. The sequence of 
elements in [b,, b, ,...I is well known to be periodic. This implies certain 
relations between the various indecomposable elements in R +. According to 
Lagrange (cf. Perron, $26, pp. 102-104) these relations can be expressed 
most easily in the following form: let E = 1 + rn8 be a unit in R with 2, m E N. 
Then y E R + is indecomposable in R + if and only if sZny is indecomposable 
in R + for all II E Z. 
Since N(E’) = E’E’~ = 1, there is precisely one representative y, of the 
orbit {s2”y ] n E P} with 
Again by permuting y, with yi if necessary, we may assume 
1&<2. 
Yl 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
So, modulo squares of units, we may restrict our attention to indecom- 
posables in 
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LEMMA 4. For any unit E = If ma E R with 1, m E IN the region 
can be characterized as 
I I 
6 - d’E2 
D,= u+v6 (u,u)~L~,u>O,u> E2- 1 v=:a,v,u#O 
with 
6-d’E2 1 
a, = =- 
~‘-1 m 
dm 
=- 
1 
if N(E) = 1 
if N(E)=-1,6=@ (4.3) 
=m(d- 1)/2-l \/;i+l 
21+ m 
if N(E)=-1,6= * . 
Proof. Obviously y = u + US E R + with (u, II) E Z” and 1 <y/y’ < E’ if 
and only if u > 0 and 
u(6 - P&2) < U(E2 - l), 
i.e., 
V 
6 - 6’E2 < u f o 
,9-l ’ . 
Since 
(N(E2) = E2&12 = (N(&))2 = (* 1)” = I!), we have a, E Q. We also have 
6 - b’E2 6-6’ 
F2- 1 
=--d’> -&=< 
E2 - 1 
and thus D, 5 D = { y E R+ 1 y’ < y}, as was to be expected. 
To compute the rational number a, in terms of 6 = 1+ rn8 let us first 
consider the case N(E) = EE’ = 1. In this case 
6 - 8’E2 8E’ - 6’E l(6 - S’) + m&Y - m&Y 1 
a, = - 
&2-l - 
= 
E - E’ m(6--6’) =G’ 
(4.4) 
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Let us now assume N(E) = EE’ = -1. In this case 
6 -a&* E’8 + B’E 
a, = 
E2- 1 
= = _ w4 + 2w4 
--E-E’ 21+ mS(6) . 
(4.5) 
In case 6 = @, S(6) = 0, N(6) = -d, this implies a, = md/l; in case 6 = 
(\/25-t 1)/2, S(6) = 1, N(6) = (1 - d)/4, it implies 
a, = 
m(d- 1)/2- 1 
21+m * 
Obviously, any y E D, which is indecomposable in D or R ‘, is a fortiori 
indecomposable in D,. According to Theorem 2 and its Corollary, there are 
only finitely many indecomposable elements in D, E E, , since a, E Q, and 
these indecomposables can easily be enumerated. Which of them remain 
indecomposable in D and thus in R +? This question will be answered in 
THEOREM 4. Let E = I+ rnJ be a unit in R with 1, m E N.Then any 
y E D, which is indecomposable in D, remains indecomposable in D and thus 
in R except in case 6 = (fi + 1)/2, N(E) = -1 and 
d-l 
y=m --/t(21tm)6. 
2 (4.6) 
Proof. According to the remark at the end of Section 1 we have r= 
lb,, b, ,..., b,] for some s E R\1 such that E = It rn6 = l(b,, b, ,..., b,-,) t 
m(b,, b,,..., b,-,)6. 
In case N(E) = t 1, we have s z O(2) and so 
a, = I(&, b, ,..., b,-,I 
m(b,, b, ,..., b,-,I 
= [bo,b,,...,b,-,I 
is an upper intermediate convergent of <. Thus, any upper intermediate 
convergent of a, is one of t, too: so any indecomposable element in D, 
remains indecomposable in R ‘. Thus denoting 
yn,j,i := e”‘(Z(b ,, ,..., bj, i) t m(b, ,..., bj, i)S) (4.7) 
with n E Z, j = 0, 2 ,..., s - 2, i = 1, 2 ,..., bit i, the set of indecomposables in 
R ’ consists of 1, all the yn,j,i and their conjugates. 
In case N(E) = EE’ = -1, s 5 l(2), we need 
LEMMA 5. With the above notation and assumptions we have 
I(&, b, , . . . . b,-, , b,) + m(b,, b, ,..., b,-, , b,)6 = --E& = E<. (4.8) 
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In particular, in case 6 = \/rs we have b, = 2b, and a, = mdJ1 = [b,, b, ,..., 
b s-,,bo],andincase6=(fl+ 1)/2wehaveb,=2b,+ 1, 
m(d-:)/4-z=[b,,b ,,..., b,-,,b,] 
and 
a, = “‘“,-I;-‘= [b,,b ,,..., b,_,b,, 1, 11. 
(4.9) 
Before proving Lemma 5 we want to remark that it finishes indeed the 
proof of Theorem 4, since in case 6 = @ the number a, = [b,, b, ,..., 
b s-, , b,] is itself an upper intermediate convergent of r, so we are in the 
same position as above, whereas in case 6 = (@+ 1)/2 and a, = [b,, b, ,..., 
b s- r, b,, 1, 11, any upper intermediate convergent of a, except a, itself is an 
upper intermediate convergent of <= [b,, bl,...], too. So we get precisely the 
result stated in the theorem. With JJ,,~,~ defined as in (4.7) with n E Z, 
j = 0, 2,..., s - 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., bj+,forj<s-1 andi=l,2 ,..., b,forj=s-1, 
the set of indecomposables in R + consists again of 1, all those JJ,,~,~ and 
their conjugates JJ;,~,~. Modulo conjugation and multiplication by totally 
positive units we thus have precisely 1 + b, + b, + a.. + b,-, + b, 
indecomposables in R ‘, if s E N is the smallest period in < = [b,, b, ,..., 
b,,...]. 
Let us also remark that the indecomposable element Y~,~-,,~~ has the same 
norm as 6, so we see that the upper bounds, given for the norms of indecom 
posable elements in Rt are indeed optimal in case R contains a unit with 
norm -1. 
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 5. In case 6 = fi it is well known 
that b, = 2b, (cf. Perron, $24, p. 87). In case 6 = (a+ 1)/2 we use the fact 
that according to Galois (cf. Perron, $23, p. 83, Satz 6) the purely periodic 
continued fraction q = [b, , b, ,..., b,] satisfies the relation -1/q’ = 
[b,, b,-I,..., b,]. But -a’=(= (\l;-i- 1)/2= b,+ l/v, and thus 6=-b,- 
l/r/’ =-b, + [b,, b,- ,,..., b,] = [b, - b,, b, -,,... 1. On the other hand 6= 
(@+ 1)/2 = r + 1 = [b, + 1, b, ,... 1, so b, - b, = b, + 1, b, = 2b, + 1 (as 
well as b,-, = b, ,... ). 
To prove (4.8) let us go back to Eq. (1.9), 
and let us putj=s- 1. In this case we have <j+l=<s=<-bo+b, (cf. 
(1.12)) and Zs-l-m,_,~=f,_,+m,_,6’=~‘. So we get 
-(t--b, + 6,) E’ = I,-, - rn,-,t;. (4.11) 
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Adding b, E’ = b, 1, _ , - b, m, _ ,t on both sides, we get 
-(t+ b,- 2hJe = (f,-, + b,Z,-,)- (m,-, + boms-,)< 
=@,,,b,,..., bs-l, b,)-m(b,, b,-,,b,)& (4.12) 
Using 
t+ b,-2b,= \/;i- 1 
I 
fi if S=fi 
p-1 if 6= d- 
d+1 =d 
2 2 I 
and taking conjugates, (4.12) becomes (4.8). From (4.8) we get in case 
6 =fi the relation Z(b, ,..., b,-, , b,) + m(b, ,..., b,-, , b,)6 = (I t m8)6 = 
md + 16 and thus 
md a,=-= @,, bl,..., b,-1, b,) 
I W,, , b, ,..., b, -, 9 6,) 
= [bo,h,...,b,-,,&I 
and in case 6 = (\/ss + 1)/2 the relation 
I@,,, . . . . b,-, , b,) t m(b, ,..., b,-, , b&6 = (2 t mS)(-6’) 
d-l d-l 
=m--&j’=m- 
4 
4 lt-16 
and thus 
[b,,b, ,..., b,p,,b,]=m(d-;)~4-‘. 
It remains to compute [b,, b, ,..., 6, _ , , b,, 1, 11. 
But 
I@,, b, ,..., bs-,, b,, 1, 1) 
= @,, b, ,..., b,-, , b,) + I(&,, b, ,..., bs-,, b,, 1) 
= Kb,,..., b,-, , b,,) t I@,,, . . . . b,-,) t l(b, ,..., b,-, , b,) 
=1+2 my-/),,-$$-I, 
i 
and similarly 
Wo,bl,..., bs-,, b,, 1, 1)=2m(b, ,..., b,-l, b,) tm(b, ,..., b,-,) 
= 21 t m, 
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so we have indeed 
[b,, b, )..., b,- 1) b,, 1, 11 = “‘“,:‘t - l a, * 
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